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 The poor result of populist right

 candidates in the recent Queensland

 by-election shows that One Nation has

 fallen a long way out of favour with
 voters.

 In the face of a number of potentially explosive
 issues, the media portrayed the February by-elec
 tions in Queensland as ripe for yet another protest
 vote to be delivered to the major parties.

 For the Beattie Labor Government, a loss in either seat
 would have reduced it to minority status in the Parlia
 ment and forced it to rely on the support of one or more
 Independents.

 While most by-elections spotiight the general perfor
 mance of incumbent governments, the campaigns for
 the state seats ofWoodridge and Bundamba- both con
 sidered "heartiand" Labor electorates - quickly focused
 on the issue of quality parliamentary representation.

 The retiring members, Bill D'Arcy and Bob Gibbs, had
 represented their electorates since the 1970s. But both

 were considered political "dinosaurs", even liabilities,
 and it appears each was persuaded strongly to resign:
 Gibbs was appointed Queensland Trade Commissioner
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 to Los Angeles; and D'Arcy had been arraigned on child
 sex charges.

 They were also accused of perennially neglecting their
 seats because they were "safe". It didn't help that neither
 Gibbs nor D'Arcy lived in, or even near, their electorates.
 The affluent lifestyle of each, particularly the latter, con
 trasted sharply with the demographic profiles of both
 seats, which suffered above average rates of unemploy

 ment and crime. Indeed, D'Arcy's infrequent presence in
 both the electorate and the Parliament led him to be
 dubbed "The Phantom". Indeed, opposition candidates
 attempted to extract further mileage by alluding to lucra
 tive superannuation pay-outs totalling $1.5 million.1

 The Coalition Opposition urged voters to "punish" the
 ALP for its alleged contempt for the areas and, in
 Woodridge, arranged an exchange of preferences with
 minor candidates at Labor's expense. The issue of parlia
 mentary representation took a sour turn when Labor
 candidate and former State Secretary Mike Kaiser urged

 Woodridge electors to support him because ministers
 would be less than receptive in negotiating with a non
 Government member.

 However, it was the presence of One Nation in the
 contest that threatened to undo Labor's chances of
 retaining both seats. Given that both electorates posted
 substantial One Nation results at the 1998 state election -

 34.26 per cent in Bundamba and 28.39 per cent in
 Woodridge2 - many assumed the ALP's vote would be
 once again squeezed by the appeal of disgruntled pop
 ulists. The fact that Pauline Hanson's One Nation had
 been deregistered and that its support was to be divided
 between its City Council Alliance reincarnation and
 other populist independents appeared not to matter.

 To this extent, the ALP was at pains to establish the
 working class credentials of each of its candidates -
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 Kaiser as a boilermaker's son and Jo-Ann Miller as a
 coalminer's daughter, in a bid to further thwart One
 Nation's appeal to blue-collar voters. By all accounts,
 such a profiling was successful.

 Polls taken in the closing days of the campaign
 indicated an easy Labor win in Bundamba and a
 tight result in Woodridge where up to a third of
 the electorate remained undecided.3 The

 results proved ALP concerns over rancorous preference
 deals to be unfounded. Both Labor candidates won on
 primary votes and, more significantly, with Bundamba's
 Miller attracting an almost unprecedented swing to the
 Beattie Government of more than 9 per cent.4

 But perhaps of greater note were the results posted by
 the Liberals and candidates formerly with Pauline
 Hanson's One Nation party. In Bundamba, the Liberals'
 Michele Cole attracted only 14.85 per cent while the two
 erstwhile One Nation candidates drew a total of 18.34 per
 cent5' a figure half its 1998 result. The results in

 Woodridge proved even more astonishing where Liberal
 Irene Allen set a record low in attracting only 8.91 per
 cent of the vote and where ex-One Nation member Gary

 Wilkins scored a mere 1.83 per cent, a total lower than
 that of pro-cannabis campaigner Nigel Freemarijuana.6

 It is fair to say that the Woodridge and Bundamba by
 elections provide potent lessons for both Queensland
 and federal politics. Locally, they show Premier Beattie is
 travelling well with the electorate and in control of the
 state political agenda. The Queensland Labor Govern

 ment's regional cabinet meetings seem to have been suc
 cessful in assuaging at least some rural grievances.

 This is something that the federal ALP could well take
 note of. If, as many pundits predict, the next federal elec
 tion will be won and lost in the bush, then Opposition
 Leader Kim Beazley would be wise to plan a comprehen
 sive rural campaign strategy.

 Also the elections show that the Queensland Opposi
 tion, particularly the Liberal Party, is facing a grave crisis
 of identity and public credibility. Given the campaign
 uncovered substantial anecdotal evidence of fast
 growing concerns over the GST's implementation, the
 federal Liberal Party can take this as a warning of the
 protest it may face down the track.

 But perhaps the most puissant lesson thrown up by
 the by-election results are those for One Nation. Given
 the potentially flammable circumstances of the by-elec
 tions and the fact that much electoral discontent is yet to
 subside, it's remarkable that the ex-One Nation candi
 dates performed so poorly only 18 months after their
 initial flourish of success.

 Certainly, One Nation has suffered a number of set
 backs since it burst onto the scene in 1997, riding a wave
 of support for minor parties and independent candi

 dates which had begun to swell at the 1990 federal poll.
 Campaigning on zero-net immigration and reductions
 in government spending in such areas as aboriginal
 affairs and the arts, One Nation, under Pauline Hanson,
 redrew the electoral landscape by winning eleven seats
 and 23 per cent7 of the vote in the 1998 Queensland state
 election and 8.99 per cent8 of the vote and one Senate
 spot at the subsequent federal election.

 But as early as late 1998 cracks began to appear. One
 Nation MLA Charles Rappolt resigned his seat and sub
 sequently lost the by-election to Labor enabling it to
 regain its parliamentary majority. The party's hierarchy
 ignored moves by One Nation members to democratise
 its organisational structure and to make its pecuniary
 interests transparent. Five One Nation MLAs resigned
 from the party in February last year to sit as Indepen
 dents, with one subsequentiy forming his own organisa
 tion, the Country Party.

 That August, Justice Aitkinson of the Queensland
 Supreme Court found that the party did not have the
 requisite 500 members and had therefore been regis
 tered fraudulently (to date, One Nation remains deregis
 tered in Queensland with $500,000 in public election
 funding yet to be returned). The five remaining One
 Nation MLAs attempted to regroup under a "Queens
 land One Nation" banner, a move that incited the wrath
 of Hanson and David Oldfield. In annoyance, those
 remaining MLAs also resigned and, since December,
 they too have sat as Independents.

 Moves are underway, however, for the remnants of
 Pauline Hanson's One Nation to regroup under the sobri
 quet of the City-Council Alliance (CCA). New South

 Wales MLC David Oldfield and Queensland Senator Len
 Harris are, therefore, the party's only remaining parlia
 mentarians. To add insult to injury, police in January
 2000 raided the Sydney and Ipswich offices of One
 Nation and seized financial and membership docu
 ments detailing the party's assets. By any measure, One
 Nation is some way below its peak.

 If the populist right is now failing in seats with long
 histories of poor representation and high rates of unem
 ployment and crime - seats seemingly tailored for One
 Nation support - then it is not so far-fetched to conclude
 that One Nation is an exhausted force in both Queens
 land and federal politics.

 Moreover, as One Nation has become representative of
 the "disgruntled" vote, so integral to the success of minor
 parties in the 1990s, it can be further surmised that minor
 party and Independent support has peaked and that the
 major parties, in the medium term, can expect a resur
 gence in their primary vote. But the extent of such resur
 gence depends on the major parties' abilities to circum
 vent future public angst. As One Nation has learned, a
 party's credibility depends not on rhetoric but on deeds.
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